2007 saturn relay 3

The Relay crossover sport van offers smooth sedan performance, bold SUV styling and the
interior space and versatility of a van. For , Saturn upgrades the seven-passenger Relay with the
GM 3. This powerful and refined V-6 delivers horsepower kW and lb. For , the Relay lineup
includes front-wheel drive passenger models available on Relay 1, 2 and 3 trim lines. Additional
new and changed features for include:. The 3. This sophisticated powerplant uses premium
features, such as variable valve timing and active intake technology, to deliver optimal
performance and economy. This larger-displacement engine also provides more usable power
across the rpm range than the previous 3. Later in the model year, a FlexFuel version of the
engine, which is capable of running on E85 ethanol fuel, will be available. E85 is a blend of 85
percent ethyl alcohol ethanol and 15 percent gasoline. It delivers similar performance as regular
gasoline and is a renewable, domestically produced fuel made from the starch and sugar in
agricultural products â€” primarily corn. E85 also burns cleaner than regular gasoline, which
reduces greenhouse gas emissions. GM vehicles with E85 capability can run on percent
gasoline or on E85 or any combination of the two. GM is a leader in advancing E85 technology
and use. More than 1. While its exterior is sporty and SUV-like, Relay provides the functionality
and convenience that mid-van customers need and appreciate: passenger and cargo-carrying
flexibility, a high degree of safety, fuel economy, low step-in height, and excellent ride and
handling. The interior also features a front overhead console and a standard overhead rail
system standard on Relay 2 and 3. Its snap-in storage and accessory modules provide more
functional, flexible storage. Each of the available three storage modules is 12 inches mm wide
and nine inches to 10 inches mm to mm deep, with doors that flip open. These allow customers
to snap in any variety of specially designed inserts, for items such as CDs, sunglasses, cell
phones, PDAs or a first-aid kit. The Relay also offers a rear storage system. Second-row bucket
seats can be folded and tumbled up against the front seats for increased storage, and an
available toy box can be installed between them Relay 2. The Relay is distinguished by its wide
choice of passenger entertainment systems, including an optional Mobile Digital Media Powered
by PhatNoise. The Relay 3 also comes standard with dual wireless headphones. XM Satellite
Radio provides more than coast-to-coast, digital-quality channels of original commercial-free
music and premier news, sports and talk as well as advanced traffic and weather information for
select major metropolitan areas nationwide. The Relay continues this tradition by providing
continuous safety before, during and after a crash. Crash avoidance was a priority in the design
of the Relay. Large, four-wheel, anti-lock disc brakes are standard, as is StabiliTrak electronic
stability control system. Traction control is standard on Relay 3 FWD models. StabiliTrak helps
improve stability and control. When the system determines that the vehicle is not responding
adequately to steering commands, it works to help bring it on course by automatically reducing
engine torque and applying precise amounts of pressure to front right or left brakes. The Relay
also was designed with crashworthiness and occupant protection in mind. It has achieved a
five-star government safety rating for frontal crashes and a five-star rating for rear occupants in
the government side-impact test, as well as a four-star rating for front-seat occupants. The
Relay features structural enhancements to create a crush zone that helps preserve occupant
space while absorbing energy. Cross-rail reinforcements enhance stiffness and bolster crash
protection. First-row side-impact air bags are already standard on Relay 3 and available on
Relay 1 and 2; second-row air bags are available on both Relay 2 and Relay 3. Standard, frontal
dual-stage air bags for both driver and front passenger are designed to help reduce the risk of
air bag-induced injury. The primary stage alone will deploy in most front impacts requiring the
supplemental protection of an air bag, while a secondary stage is designed to deploy in more
severe frontal collisions. If the sensor system detects an unoccupied front passenger seat or
the presence of a smaller occupant, the front passenger air bag is designed to automatically
turn off so it would not deploy in the event of a frontal collision. Even with this system, GM
strongly recommends restraining child passengers in an appropriate child seat placed in the
second or third row of the vehicle. Never install a rear-facing infant seat in front of an active air
bag. GM also recommends that all children age 12 and under ride in the rear seat when
possible. Safety belts remain the primary occupant restraint device, and all seven seating
positions in the Relay have three-point safety belts. Retractors for front seating positions have
built-in load limiters that allow a controlled amount of give in the belt, thereby reducing the peak
load on the chest during a crash. The Relay also has pretensioners in the front safety belt
system that deploy at the same time as the frontal air bags to take up slack in the safety belt
webbing. Pretensioners also help reduce the amount of occupant movement in the event of a
crash to help reduce the risk of injury. This system provides two lower anchors and a top tether
anchor to be used to secure a child seat to the vehicle seat structure. A top tether is also
provided in the center position of the third-row. These anchorages are designed to make it
easier to properly install compatible child safety seats. For post-crash assistance and other

safety and security needs, OnStar is a segment exclusive and is standard in all Relay models.
This enables drivers to be led to their destination while keeping their hands on the wheel and
eyes on the road. The interior includes a sporty three-spoke steering wheel, with Ebony rim and
center trim matching the upper part of the instrument panel and the upper door trim. Relay 3
models have a leather-wrapped steering wheel with redundant audio controls. The Relay uses a
light maple color wood grain for its radio and HVAC trim plate and on the door switch plates.
Standard features on Relay 2 include power heated outside mirrors; power windows and locks;
remote keyless entry; front passenger visor vanity mirror; and an overhead rail system for
accessory storage modules. This two-step process helps prevent inadvertent activation, locks
the car and engages the anti-theft system. A universal home remote feature, standard on Relay
3, allows drivers to program home devices such as lights and garage doors for added
convenience and security. Standard inch, six-lug wheels and wide tires also contribute to a
robust, aggressive SUV-like stance. The optional exterior silver roof rails complete the picture.
These uniquely designed rails are tubular-shaped with a satin finish, which help give the vehicle
a rugged, purposeful stance. The Relay 2 features standard steel wheels with a composite
center bolt-on disc, a six-spoke design and the Saturn emblem in the middle. Cars Reviews
Saturn Suv. Andrew Coman. Read More. What do you think? Car Finder:. Saturn Relay.
Competing Vehicles. Active filters:. About US. Contact Us. Automotive journalist job. Though
the Saturn Relay features a slick interior and distinctive styling, it doesn't have the on-road
finesse, in-cabin conveniences or top-notch safety ratings of its minivan competitors. One of
GM's minivans that attempts to look more like a rugged SUV than a bland family shuttle, the
Saturn Relay shares the ups and downs of its brethren. Marketed as a crossover sport van, the
Relay has a longish nose, aggressive front fascia and a roof rack to give the impression of an
SUV, while the basic body architecture remains that of a minivan, meaning a space-efficient
box. To our eyes, it still looks more like a minivan with a big snout, but there's no arguing that it
has a more distinct style than the average snub-nosed people mover. Notably missing on the
spec sheet, however, are three-row side curtain airbags and a rear backup camera. Saturn did
decide to make stability control standard equipment this year, however. It has also dropped the
smaller V6 engine and made last year's optional 3. We give Saturn credit for making
improvements to its minivan, but the reality is that it still doesn't match the top dogs when it
comes to overall driving dynamics, luxury and safety features. True, the Saturn Relay is a
decent choice for family transportation, and if price is an issue as it typically is in this class ,
one could probably get the minivan for at least a few thousand dollars less than the comparably
equipped class leaders. The Saturn Relay minivan comes in three trim levels, named simply 1, 2
and 3. The Relay 1 has air-conditioning, full power accessories, an eight-speaker sound system
with an MP3-capable CD player and the OnStar communications system. Upgrading to the Relay
2 adds cruise control, keyless entry, a rear-seat DVD entertainment system, deep-tinted side
and rear glass, an interchangeable overhead console that allows one to arrange storage
compartments as needed , heated mirrors and a rear wiper. The top-of-the-line Relay 3 adds
dual-zone climate control, leather-wrapped steering wheel with audio controls, rear
air-conditioning, a power driver seat, alloy wheels, a volt AC outlet, power rear vent windows,
power-sliding passenger side door, second-row captain's chairs, alloy wheels and upgraded
storage. Major options include the PhatNoise 40GB digital media system, a remote vehicle
startup system, dual power-sliding side doors, rear park assist, satellite radio, a navigation
system, leather seating and a sport-tuned suspension. All Saturn Relays are front-wheel drive,
as the all-wheel-drive version has been dropped, and all come with a 3. Antilock disc brakes,
stability control and traction control are all standard. Side-impact airbags for first- and
second-row occupants are optional, but there's no protection for passengers seated in the third
row. In NHTSA frontal crash testing, the Saturn Relay scored five stars the highest possible
rating for the driver and front passenger. In side-impact tests, the Relay earned four stars for
protection of front occupants and five stars for the rear occupants. In that agency's side-impact
test, however, the van received a "Marginal" the second lowest of four rating even with the side
airbag option and a "Poor" the lowest when tested without them. The stout V6 offers brisk
performance around town and when merging and passing on freeways. The Relay's suspension
is on the soft side, yielding a plush ride and average handling for this class. Upgrading to the
optional sport suspension does provide tighter handling, though maneuverability in tight
spaces is still compromised by the van's large turning radius. Braking capability is average for
the class. A pleasing two-tone color scheme with faux wood accents dramatically brightens the
cabin and lends an upscale ambience. Folding center trays with cupholders between the firstand second-row seats are available. An overhead rail system provides rear-seat access to
climate and entertainment functions, and can be outfitted with various storage containers.
Springing for the PhatNoise digital media system saves you the hassle of juggling DVDs on

road trips, while an optional remote vehicle start system makes it easy to warm up the van on
cold mornings. This is by far the roomiest and best handling minivan I have owned. I've owned
a Toyota Sienna and Nissan Quest in the past. The price was much less than that of other
makes but had more options and standard features. I would definitely recommend this minivan.
Write a review. See all 1 reviews. Available styles include 1 4dr Minivan 3. Consumer ratings and
reviews are also available for the Saturn Relay and all its trim types. Overall, Edmunds users
rate the Relay 5. Edmunds consumer reviews allow users to sift through aggregated consumer
reviews to understand what other drivers are saying about any vehicle in our database. Detailed
rating breakdowns including performance, comfort, value, interior, exterior design, build quality,
and reliability are available as well to provide shoppers with a comprehensive understanding of
why customers like the Relay. Edmunds experts have compiled a robust series of ratings and
reviews for the Saturn Relay and all model years in our database. Our rich content includes
expert reviews and recommendations for the Relay featuring deep dives into trim levels and
features, performance, mpg, safety, interior, and driving. Edmunds also offers expert ratings,
road test and performance data, long-term road tests, first-drive reviews, video reviews and
more. This review was written by a member of Edmunds' editorial team of expert car reviewers.
Our team drives every car you can buy. We put the vehicles through rigorous testing, evaluating
how they drive and comparing them in detail to their competitors. We're also regular people like
you, so we pay attention to all the different ways people use their cars every day. We want to
know if there's enough room for our families and our weekend gear and whether or not our
favorite drink fits in the cupholder. Our editors want to help you make the best decision on a car
that fits your life. Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select a car from
our massive database to find cheap vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used
vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews,
and find out what other owners paid for the Saturn Relay. Edmunds has deep data on over 6
million new, used, and certified pre-owned vehicles, including rich, trim-level features and
specs information like: MSRP, average price paid, warranty information basic, drivetrain, and
maintenance , features upholstery, bluetooth, navigation, heated seating, cooled seating, cruise
control, parking assistance, keyless ignition, satellite radio, folding rears seats ,run flat tires,
wheel type, tire size, wheel tire, sunroof, etc. Edmunds also provides tools to allow shopper to
compare vehicles to similar models of their choosing by warranty, interior features, exterior
features, specifications, fuel economy, vehicle dimensions, consumer rating, edmunds rating,
and color. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that
car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to
make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years.
Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also
good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Popular searches.
My notifications My Account. Home Saturn Saturn Relay. Review Features Save. View Photos.
Appraise this car. Large turning radius, no airbag coverage for third row, unimpressive IIHS
side-impact crash test score. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale.
Edmunds' Expert Review Though the Saturn Relay features a slick interior and distinctive
styling, it doesn't have the on-road finesse, in-cabin conveniences or top-notch safety ratings of
its minivan competitors. For , the 3. The all-wheel-drive version has been discontinued. A more
basic version called the Relay 1 debuts, forgoing luxuries such as a rear DVD entertainment
system, cruise control and keyless entry for a lower price tag. Sponsored cars related to the
Relay. Most helpful consumer reviews 4. Side Impact Test Acceptable. The Edmunds experts
tested the Relay both on the road and at the track. You probably care about Saturn Relay fuel
economy, so it's important to know that the Relay gets an EPA-estimated 19 mpg. What about
cargo capacity? When you're thinking about carrying stuff in your new car, keep in mind that
the Relay has And then there's safety and reliability. Learn more. To determine whether the
Saturn Relay is reliable, read Edmunds' authentic consumer reviews, which come from real
owners and reveal what it's like to live with the Relay. Look for specific complaints that keep
popping up in the reviews, and be sure to compare the Relay's average consumer rating to that
of competing vehicles. There's a lot to consider if you're wondering whether the Saturn Relay is
a good car. Safety scores, fuel economy, cargo capacity and feature availability should all be
factors in determining whether the Relay is a good car for you. Check back soon for the official
Edmunds Rating from our expert testing team Learn more. Other versions include: 1 4dr
Minivan 3. If you're interested in the Saturn Relay, the next question is, which Relay model is
right for you? Relay variants include 1 4dr Minivan 3. What do people think of the Saturn Relay?
Edmunds Expert Reviews Edmunds experts have compiled a robust series of ratings and
reviews for the Saturn Relay and all model years in our database. Our Review Process This
review was written by a member of Edmunds' editorial team of expert car reviewers. What's a

good price for a New Saturn Relay? Which Saturn Relays are available in my area? Can't find a
new Saturn Relays you want in your area? Consider a broader search. Why trust Edmunds?
Should I lease or buy a Saturn Relay? Check out Saturn lease specials. Sign Up. General Motors
is currently working on the development of a combustion engine that burns fuel without using
spark plugs and that can drive a vehicle up to Who's the best valet in town? Well, that's what
Saturn wanted to know, and organized a skills competition to determine which Montreal Hotel
has the kingpin o Opel, one of GM's many divisions, provides the basis for the next new Saturn
product. The Astra, which is the Opel's original name, replaces the aging Ion an Favourite
added temporarily. To add it to your profile, you will need to sign in. New Cars. Technical
Specifications: Saturn Relay 3. Year Submodel Base. Trim 1 2 2 Value 3. Suspension and
Steering. Front Anti-Roll Bar. Front stabilizer bar. Front Suspension. Front independent
suspension. Front Tires. Power Steering. Power assisted rack-and-pinion steering. Rear
Anti-Roll Bar. Rear stabilizer bar. Rear Suspension. Rear semi-independent suspension. Spare
Tire. Compact spare tire. Special feature Option. Inflator kit. Suspension Category Option. Sport
suspension. Suspension Self-Levelling Option. Automatic load-levelling suspension. Wheel
Type. Front-wheel drive. Stability Control. Traction Control. Cargo Capacity. Curb Weight. Front
Headroom. Front Legroom. Fuel Tank Capacity. Max Trailer Weight. Maximum Cargo Capacity.
Rear Headroom. Rear Legroom. Comfort and Convenience. Air Conditionning. Air conditioning.
Fixed antenna. Cargo Net Option. Rear cargo net. Communication System. OnStar
cimmunication system. Cruise Control. DVD Entertainment System. DVD rear entertainment
system. Driver Vanity Mirror. Engine Block Heater. Front Wipers. Variable intermittent wipers.
Garage door opener. Illuminated Entry. Illuminated entry with fade-out feature. Interior Air Filter.
Interior dust and pollen filter. MP3 Capability Option. Navigation System Option. Number of
Speakers. Passenger Vanity Mirror. Power Door Locks. Power Outlet. Power Outlet Option.
Power Windows. Power front windows. Reading Light. Front and 2nr row reading lamps. Rear
Air Conditionning. Rear Heating. Rear heater ducts. Rear View Mirror. Rear Wipers. Rear
intermittent wiper. Remote Audio Controls. Audio controls on steering wheel. Remote Keyless
Entry. Remote Starter. Single CD. Single CD Option. In-dash 6-CD changer. Special Feature
Option. XM Satellite radio with 3-month trial. Steering Wheel Adjustment. Tilt steering wheel.
Trunk Light. Exterior Details. Bumper Colour. Body-color bumpers. Door Handles. Body-color
door handles. Dual sliding doors. Exterior Mirror Colour. Black exterior mirrors. Black grille with
chrome surround. Headlight Type. Halogen headlamps. Heated Exterior Mirrors. Left power
sliding door Option. Power-sliding left-side door. Lower Side-Body Extension. Anthracite rocker
mouldings. Power Exterior Mirrors. Power mirrors. Privacy Glass. Rear privacy glass. Right
power sliding door Option. Power-sliding right-side door. Roof Rack. Brushed aluminum roof
rails. Side-Body Trim. Body-color side mouldings. Tinted Glass. Interior Details. Digital clock.
Door Trim. Vinyl door trim. Floor Covering. Carpet floor covering. Floor Mats. Front and rear
floor mats. Folding 3rd Row Seats. Front Center Armrest. Dual front folding armrests. Front
seatback storage pockets. Front bucket seats. Heated Option. Front heated seats.
PassengerPowerSeats Option. Cloth headliner. Instrumentation Type. Analog instrumentation.
Oil Pressure Gauge. Overhead Console. Sliding overhead console. Overhead Console Option.
Lifestyle Storage bin. Rear Seat Type. Seat Trim. Cloth seats. Seat Trim Option. Leather front
and 2nd-row seats with vinyl 3rd-row bench. Special Feature. Folding table between front seats.
Overhead storage tray. Steering Wheel Trim. Leather-wrapped steering wheel. Water
Temperature Gauge. Engine temperature gauge. Exterior Colours. Black Cherry Metallic.
Coastal Gray Metallic. Gold Mist Metallic. Midnight Blue Metallic. Polar Blue Metallic. Polar
White. Silver Pearl Metallic. Silver Plum Metallic. Interior Colours. Medium Steel Gray. Center
3-point. Anti-Lock Brakes. Anti-Theft Alarm. Theft deterrent system. Brake Type. Child Seat
Anchor. Child-proof Locks. Driver Airbag. Driver side front airbag. First aid kit. Front Seat Belts.
Height adjustable, pre-tensioner. Ignition Disable. Engine immobilizer. Panic Alarm. Panic alarm.
Parking Distance Sensor. Rear parking aid. Passenger Airbag. Passenger side front airbag. Rear
Seat Belts. Rear Side Airbags. Side Airbag. Front seat-mounted side airbags. Road Tests and
Reviews. Be the first to review this vehicle. Space and Access. Driving Dynamics. General
Appreciation. I want my review to be anonymous. Forgot your password? Click here. Please
login to submit your evaluation. Review Highlights. You May Also Like. GM : a new combustion
technology to reduce GHG emissions General Motors is currently working on the development
of a combustion engine that burns fuel without using spark plugs and that can drive a vehicle
up to The Saturn Valet Challenge crowns a winner Who's the best valet in town? More Articles.
Leasing Financing. No Images available. Successful Operation Favourite added temporarily.
Choose 12 24 36 48 60 72 84 For more information go to We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to
the latest version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase
Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle. Saturn Relay-3 Oxygen Sensor. Select your

vehicle year. Refine by:. Oxygen Sensor part. See All. Returns Policy. Quantity Sold. Product Fit.
Shop Saturn Relay-3 Oxygen Sensor. Showing 1 - 15 of results. Display item:. Sort by:. Vehicle
Info Required to Guarantee Fit. Core Charge. Ad
2007 pontiac g6 power steering
1995 honda accord main relay
cadillac deville 95
d to cart. Vehicle Fitment Saturn Ion 1 4 Cyl 2. Wire Length Thread Size : M Vehicle Fitment Saturn Relay 2 6 Cyl 3. Page 1 of 24 Showing 1 - 15 of results. Feb 14, It worked very well for my
truck. Steven Crawford. Purchased on Sep 02, Dec 16, Tina Marshall. Purchased on Dec 07, Dec
13, OEM replacement and it is! This is a good sensor. This one is an OEM replacement part and
works fine and is less money. Well worth it! Donald E Blevins Sr. Purchased on Nov 26, Show
More. Helpful Automotive Resources. If the mixture contains excessive amounts of air, the PCM
will add more fuel to balance out the lean mixture. Conversely, too much fuel leads to a rich
mixture, and the computer compensates accordingly. It refers to the side where the number 1
cylinder is located. Note that there is only one bank if your car has a straight engine. Contact
Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use. Privacy Policy.
California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement.

